
Mr. Moustache’s Cakes is an online home bakery venture 
set in motion by the father-daughter duo with contrasting 
professional backgrounds i.e. Mr. Arun Choudhary in 
Electronics and Ms. Khushboo Chaudhary into the Fashion 
Industry. MMC’s concoction of one of the duo on the verge of 
retirement and another taking-off with business career makes 
a preposterous blend of generations, the exotic combination to 
bring our taste buds to life. Classic teacakes of MMC include 
Chocolate, Marble, Banana, Malai, Plum, and Pineapple 
Upside-Down cake adding a luscious twist to your serving. Our 
menu introduced Coffeecake, Red Velvet cake, Chia muffins, 
Lemon cake and Carrot cake to cast flavoring delights, definitely 
something rich and scrumptious. In recent times, our Peanut 
butter brownies are the most loved by our customers. Winter 
approaching up, our latest addition is orange upside-down cake. 
We only promote healthy cakes.

Mr. Moustache’s Cakes got its first big break in 2019, 
after becoming the gifting partner and valiantly participating 
at Ramola Bachchan’s Housefull exhibition. Last winter, Mr. 
Moustache’s Cakes took part in the city’s greatest winter 
showcase - The Gurgaon Market by Karen Anand, with the 
freshest menus and unique plum cakes. We also participated in 
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the seventh release of Horn OK Please - Delhi’s Happiest Food 
Festival, and being the nourishment partner for the notable 
Le Rhythm and The Rhythm school of music to praise the 
“Young celebration of shades of India” with our gift hampers 
for participants, judges, and audience. We also partnered with 
Sri Ram College of Commerce as their food accomplice during 
their fest, Odyssey 2020 where they provided cakes for eating 
competitions. Not only that, but their work has also been 
acknowledged by recommendation platforms like What’s hot, 
LBB, Chef Bharat, Humans of Delhi etc.

Mr. Moustache’s Cakes is a bakery whose foundation was 
laid almost a year ago by two partners who, to the very least, 
have an age difference of 30 years. In usual circumstances, a 
dad would be contemplating his retirement plans, however here 
is baker dad, who has started building his own small world 
where he learnt everything on his own. We are breaking all the 
stereotypes here, the dad enters the kitchen and the daughter is 
running the business. Another one would be making people get 
away from icing cakes and switching to healthier cakes. Baker 

dad has never differentiated between a boy and a girl. He raised 
his daughter in a gender-neutral environment. To take the legacy 
forward, Khushboo is making sure, she becomes the boss lady 
and defies all the odds. This is our effort to contribute to society 
and bring a change! 
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